Agriculture Digital Linkage Study
‘What drives the Nepalese economy?’- A question that prompts a thousand answers. With its unparalleled
geographic landscape, the agricultural sector in Nepal presents an equal number of challenges and
opportunities for farmers. Agriculture is the primary sector of the Nepalese economy.

Agriculture contributes:

35% of the GDP

66%

Despite the figures, informal financial services still play a crucial
role within the agricultural sector. A much-needed digital financial
intervention has the potential to counter the financial challenges
farmers face on a day-to-day basis. Mobile money is still considered
a far-fetched idea for most rural people. Yet, there is growing interest
from financial institutions to explore and implement digital financial
services (DFS). With the determination from financial institutions and
business innovations, there can be significant uptake of DFS usage,
which would expand the outreach of financial inclusion.

of employment
opportunities for the
total population

13% of the total
foreign trade

Source - Economic Survey Nepal, 2015

To build this promising environment, the United Nations Capital Development Fund (UNCDF) programme Mobile Money for the Poor (MM4P),
conducted qualitative research in the Central Region and Eastern Region of Nepal. This study delves into the country’s agricultural sector that is
driven by several types of commodities, including cereals, cash crops, fruits and vegetables, and allied sectors such as dairy and livestock.
For the Eastern Region,

can benefit from effective adoption of
DFS. However, this value chain model can
be easily replicated all over Nepal with
some level of customization.

Orthodox tea

Dairy

2 commodity value chains

Selected on the basis of a structured toolkit developed by UNCDF
A value chain analysis was conducted for the 2 commodities on the basis of various dimensions such as adoption drivers,
incentives, dependencies, social and financial stressors in the value chain, etc., which were structured in 3 stages.
Developing
landscape

Identifying
solutions

Framing solutions as
business cases

Dairy value chain
Dairy is one of the core income sources for medium and large farmers; they are engaged in milk production at the commercial level.
Dairy is a bridge financing mechanism for small dairy farmers as it ensures continuity of income.
Dairy processing plants are mainly located
in or near Kathmandu Valley
while most tea processing plants are
located in the Eastern Region.

Owned by
Government sector

Private sector

Wide range of

milk products:

Ghee
Cheese

Processing plants

Ice cream

Small cooperatives

Mid-size and large cooperatives

have 50–100 members and own milk chilling
tanks with a capacity to hold 100–500 litres
of milk.

have 100–500+ members and collectively
own chilling plants with a capacity to hold
1000–2500 litres of milk.

Large cooperatives act as
Collection centres
Quality control and check points
Storage and transportation centres
Source of payment, credit and saving services

Dairy: Supply chain

+
Vet paramedics available in large
local bodies need to visit distant local
bodies for grave diseases.

Quality
check

Collection centres/
Small milk cooperatives

Generally, they are located
in central village or
municipality.

Chilling
unit

Quality
check

Milk cooperatives/
Chilling units

Dairy/Processing unit

6:00 a.m. – 8:30 a.m.

10:00 a.m. – 1:00 p.m.

Farmer walks to the nearest
chilling centre with milk produce.
Centre checks solids-not-fat and
fat content and enters amount
payable in farmer’s passbook.
These centres include small
cooperatives as well as collection
centres for large cooperatives;
generally, collection centres for
cooperatives are located 1–2 km
from cooperatives.

Milk is transported to chilling
units by 9:30 a.m., after early
morning collections. Dairy
trucks collect milk from chilling
units between 10:00 a.m. and
1:00 p.m. Large cooperatives
also have evening collection
at around 4:00 p.m., which is
transported the next day.

Dairy units receive the milk
within 2–3 hours for further
processing, including grading,
pasteurization, packaging and
transportation to retail markets.
In case of greater distance, the
milk is again collected at dairy
owner’s larger chilling centre.

Dairy: Payment flows
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Transfer to cooperative
bank account

Cash collection from
cooperative

Cash movement from bank
to cooperative

1
Delivery of cash each fortnight
by cooperative officials to the
cooperative for disbursement

1

Dairy/Processing unit

Bank

Milk cooperatives/
Chilling units

Collection centres/
Small milk cooperatives

Dairies release payment to
cooperatives every fortnight after
due accounting processes of
calculating total amount based on
milk received, quantity approved
and related payment.

Processing unit transfers the
payment to cooperative bank
account.

Every fortnight cooperative officials
withdraw money from the bank
and bring the cash on motorbike to
the cooperative, check the amount
payable and distribute the money on
the 18th–20th day of the month.

Farmers receive payment in cash
but seldom deposit it in a formal
financing mechanism, considering
the inaccessibility of financial
infrastructure.
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BANK TRANSACTION

CASH TRANSACTION
• Small farmer – NPR 2,000–NPR 4,000 per month
• Mid-size farmer – NPR 6,000–NPR 12,000 per month

• Small dairy: 50–200 members – NPR 100,000–NPR 300,000
• Large cooperatives – NPR 300,000+

Dairy: Influence and power equation
Dairy
processing units
High influence on
cooperatives and farmers
- Dictate milk prices
- Ensure quality control
- Determine payment frequency

Milk cooperative
High influence on
farmers
- Have high influence on farmers
for selection of payment mode
and frequency
- Ensure compulsory savings
- Offer credit for dairy
- Provide access to information

Low influence on
dairy units
- Represent largest buyer
- Have limited capacity

Farmer
Low influence on milk cooperatives
and dairy processing units
- Have limited avenues to sell milk
- Have limited sources of finance and
information
- Use dairy as a coping mechanism

Digital finance intervention in dairy value chain

Dairy
farmers

Dairy
cooperatives

Gaps/Challenges

Stress level

Coping mechanisms

Leveraging of DFS

Solutions

Lack of formal
financial products for
cattle purchase

High

Reliance on informal
mechanisms, such as friends/
family or high interest bearing
formal financial products

Data and financial
transactions

Data-backed credit risk assessment to
offer customized cattle loan, less paper
work, easy access through wallet

Awareness of
insurance

Moderate

No coping mechanism in
case of cattle’s death

Financial
transactions and
information

Awareness-raising on insurance through
digital feeds

Financial distress

High

For smallholders, using
dairy as a bridge finance
mechanism

Data and financial
transactions

Bridge finance product driven by
transaction history of the customer

Lack of formal
financial services

Moderate

No place to safe keep
the money

Financial
transactions

Goal-based savings, normal savings
features in wallet

Manual recordkeeping and
reconciliation

Moderate

High number of staff to
manage operations

Information

Driving payments through DFS (it will also
enable digital data collection that can be
further linked to in-house management
information system for accounting)

Safety and cost of
cash movement

High

No coping mechanisms

Financial
transactions

Transition from cash to digital money

Tea value chain
Tea is the main source of income as it contributes 50%–60% of household income in the Eastern Region. Most farmers sell their produce
to tea cooperatives that deal with either tea companies or agents from Indian tea markets in the case of traditional tea.

Key stakeholders
Small farmers
own 8–20 ropani of farm land
(ropani is a unit of land area)

Remaining land is used for growing
vegetables, grains and grass
(as per the season)

Mid-size and large farmers
own 20–30+ ropani of farm land

Farmers grow orthodox tea on an
average 30%–50% of total land

Cooperatives

Processing units/Factories:

Tea cooperatives that rely on a single buyer
Small chilling units have
100–300 members

Small tea factories that have annual production

Large chilling units have
300–1000 members

Large factories produce
120–150 tonnes per year

Small factories produce
50–70 tonnes per year

Orthodox tea: Supply chain

Cow dung and urine used for organic
cultivation of orthodox tea

5-year gestation period
for tea to mature for
plucking

Storage
facilities

Quality
check

Recordkeeping

Collection centres

Tea cooperatives

Tea factory

Farmer or labourer plucks leaves
from each plant every 7th day
(i.e., 28 times/season, a total
average 250 kg collected/
season/ropani). Farmer or
labourer collects leaves and
stores them in a common place.
Farmer hires loaders to
transport leaves from plantation
to the nearest collection
centre in sacks.

Cooperative hires loader or
uses tea company’s vehicle
to pick up the produce
from the collection centres.
Cooperative maintains the
ledger of produce provided by
each member and the type of
leaves provided. Cooperatives
diversify sales to 2–3
cooperatives based on the
type of tea.

Tea factory receives
the collection from tea
cooperatives, samples it, grades
it and provides payment based
on the final grading to the
cooperatives.

Orthodox tea: Payment flows
Tea cooperatives, Financial cooperatives,
Moneylenders, Repayments and MFIs

Funds for gestation period availed through friends/family/
MFIs/cooperatives in areas served by non-banks

2

Transfer to cooperative
bank account

Cash collection from
cooperatives

Cash movement from bank
to cooperative

1

Tea factories

Bank

Tea cooperative

Collection centres

Tea factories release payment
every 2–3 months as they receive
payments for each consignment
exported or sold locally.

Tea factories transfer the
payment to the cooperative
bank account.

Tea cooperative receives payment
in bank account, checks the amount
payable based on account statement
and distributes the same in the next
3–5 days. Receivables of more than
NPR 15,000–NPR 20,000 are paid
through cheques.

Collection centres receive payment
in cash and seldom deposit the same
in a formal financing mechanism,
considering the inaccessibility of
financial infrastructure. Of producers
living near Fikal, Ilam or Panchthar,
40%–50% have a bank account.
There is limited financial institution
coverage in internal areas.

1
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BANK TRANSACTION

CASH TRANSACTION

• Large cooperatives with 1000+ members – NPR 3,000,000–
NPR 4,000,000 per month including orthodox and traditional tea sales
• Cooperative with 200 members – NPR 6,000,000–NPR 7,000,000 per
year; on average, NPR 35–NPR 40 per kg of leaves

• Small farmer – NPR 10,000–NPR 20,000 per month
• Mid-size farmer – NPR 20,000–NPR 40,000 per month
• Large farmer – NPR 40,000+

MFI - Source of finance for agricultural and household needs, 24% p.a. rate, up to NPR 100,000
Cooperative - Source of finance for agricultural and household needs, 14% p.a. rate, up to NPR 100,000 for secured and unsecured loans (4 times share amount)
Moneylender - Source of finance for agricultural and household needs, 36% p.a. rate

Tea: Influence and power equation
Tea factory
High influence on
cooperatives and farmers
- Dictate tea prices
- Ensure quality control
- Determine payment frequency

Tea cooperative
High influence on
farmers
- Have high influence on farmers
for selection of payment mode
and frequency
- Ensure compulsory savings
- Offer credit for tea
- Identify buyers

Low influence on
tea factory
- Do not have transport
mechanisms or processing
capacities

Farmer
Low influence on tea
cooperatives and tea factory
- Deal with complex export regulations
- Depend on few service providers
- Have high dependence on
cooperative to ensure better prices

Digital finance intervention in tea value chain

Tea farmers

Gaps/Challenges

Stress level

Coping mechanisms

Leveraging of DFS

Solutions

Lack of formal
financial products
for household needs
during payment lags

High

Reliance on informal
mechanisms, such as
friends/family or high
interest bearing formal
financial products

Data and financial
transactions

Data-backed credit risk assessment to
offer customized cattle loan, less paper
work, easy access through wallet

Lack of formal
financial services for
smallholders engaged
in tea plantations

Moderate

Reliance on high interest
bearing products for
agricultural needs

Financial
transactions and
information

Bundled insurance product: premium
bundled with credit, saving or bulk
cash-in services

Financial distress
during payment lags

High

For smallholders, using
dairy as a bridge finance
mechanism to cover
household expenses in case
of delay in tea payments

Data and financial
transactions

Bridge finance product driven by
transaction history of the customer

Lack of formal
financial services

Moderate

Adopting informal
mechanisms such as
household savings

Financial
transactions

Goal-based savings, normal savings
features in wallet

Manual recordkeeping and
reconciliation

Moderate

High number of staff to
manage operations

Information

Driving payments through DFS (it will also
enable digital data collection that can be
further linked to in-house management
information system for accounting)

Safety and cost of
cash movement

High

No coping mechanisms

Financial
transactions

Transition from cash to digital money

Tea
cooperatives

Conclusion: Leveraging DFS
Phase l: Digitize limited products in value chain

Mobile penetration		
Customized products		
Stakeholder complexity		
DFS+ business model		

1
Dairy transfer payment to
cooperative bank account
or wallet

DFS
provider

Dairy
cooperative wallet

Option 1: Bulk payment solution
Option 2: Cooperative as super agent

1
2

4
6

3

Bulk payment solution
farmer wallet

5
Financial
cooperative/bank

Merchant payment solution

4

5
6

Farmer wallet
Wallet + Savings account

Focus
Enabler for building ecosystem
Focus

Ecosystem relationships
3

2 to transfer money to

Advantage for quick adoption

Dairy – Cooperatives: Dairy will influence cooperatives to
motivate farmers to opt for digital payments in wallet.
Cooperative – Farmers: Cooperative will make farmers
aware of DFS and its advantage and motivate them to
open a wallet account to receive payments.
DFS provider – Cooperative: DFS provider will enroll
dairy cooperative as super agent and also offer a bulk
payment solution to cooperative.
DFS provider – Financial cooperative/bank: DFS
provider will partner with financial cooperative/bank to
offer a savings product.
DFS provider – Farmers: DFS provider will provide wallet
services for farmers to receive payments.
DFS provider – Merchants: DFS provider will offer a
merchant payment solution for large merchants and
an incentive for small merchants to accept digital
payments.

Phase ll: Customize products and integrate with tea value chain

Mobile penetration

Advantage for quick adoption
Customized savings, credit and
insurance

Customized products
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Stakeholder complexity

Entry in tea value chain
through tea factories

Ecosystem relationships
DFS
provider

8

7

Option 1: Bulk payment solution
Option 2: Cooperative as super agent
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10
Dairy and tea
cooperative wallet

10

11

9

Transaction data based credit scoring

Financial
cooperative/bank

10

Merchant payment solution
11

Farmer wallet
Wallet + Savings account

+

Credit

+

Better returns enabling scale-up
through partnership

DFS+ business model

Dairy and tea transfer payment
to cooperative bank account
or wallet

Bulk payment solution
9 to transfer money to
farmer wallet

Enabler for building ecosystem

Tea company – Cooperatives: Tea company will partner
with cooperatives to promote digital payments.
DFS provider – Cooperative: DFS provider will enroll tea
cooperative as super agent and also offer a bulk payment
solution to cooperative.
Cooperative – Farmers: In case dairy farmer is also tea
farmer, cooperative will direct tea payment to wallet. In
case of exclusive tea farmer, cooperative will motivate
farmer to open a wallet and accept digital payments.
DFS provider – Financial cooperative/bank – Credit
scoring tool developer: DFS provider will partner with
financial cooperative/bank to use transactional history
to develop a credit scoring tool and offer a small credit
product for immediate needs such as bridge finance and
insurance to safeguard livelihood.
DFS provider – Merchants: DFS provider will enroll more
merchants, especially related to the agricultural ecosystem.

Insurance

Phase lll: Integrate access to information and digital marketplace

Entry in tea value chain
through tea factories
Dairy and tea transfer payment
to cooperative bank account
or wallet

Ecosystem relationships
DFS
provider

Option 1: Bulk payment solution
Option 2: Cooperative as super agent

12

13

Dairy and tea
cooperative wallet
Bulk payment solution
to transfer money to
farmer wallet

Financial
cooperative/bank

Information: Weather, agricultural
practices, market prices, financial
literacy, etc.

12

Agricultural marketplace: Shared
resource platforms, etc.

13

DFS provider – Information services: DFS provider will
partner with information services to provide value added
services to farmers.
DFS provider – Virtual marketplace: DFS provider will
partner with virtual marketplace providers that will
offer access to resources including finance, inputs,
equipment, etc.

Transaction data based credit scoring
Merchant payment solution

Farmer wallet
Wallet + Savings account

+

Credit

+

Insurance

+

Information

+

Marketplace

For more information, please contact MM4P (Nepal Office):
UNCDF-MM4P, Central Business Park-5th floor, Thapathali, Nepal

+977 01 620 0545

mm4p.uncdf.org

@UNCDFMM4P

UNCDF MM4P
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